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Lisa Tsang
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Dear Supervisors,
Former Mayor Oakland Jean Quan has been reaching out the media to be the liaison of the 2505 Noriega
Apothecaruim MCD showing her Physician husband Dr. Huen who has compassion to their patients who
need marijuana for medical use. However, they don't have the compassion for the elderlies who need
their little community free from marijuana. This location is dangerous to public especially to our elderlies
who are at her age. It is the location where is easy exposed to our next generation who are attending
after school program, summer camp & pre-school children.
Based on Oakland crime data, she is an irresponsible person & unqualified leader as the mayor of
Oakland.   She never cares public safety. Even when she was a mayor in Oakland from 2011 to 2015,
the crime rate city wide under her leadership went up considerably, and herself is a careless driver,
running into red lights and putting other drivers, pedestrians and community in danger.
She showed no respect to our little community when she was absent from the first meeting at the Taraval
Police Station. She cancelled the 2nd meeting at the Ortega library in the very last minute. Instead
Apothecarium MCD team had a rally with handful of LGBT calling us "hate group". They attacked us
again & again that we have no compassion to patients need. As a matter of fact, we know that there are
registered MCD delivery services on 46th Ave & Irving & a long term MCD on Ocean Ave. which is 1.2
miles away from Sunset District. This project sponsor is very divisive to our peaceful communities where
everybody is welcomed.   
Over 72% or 65 out of 90 home owners within 300 ft radius don't want the MCD.   38 out of 40 small
merchants on Noriega St are strongly opposing MCD coming to our community at this location on 2505
Noriega St. It has nothing to do with the cultural barrier as she said in the public on 7/13/17. In any
perspect, they refuse to listen to our voice & most importantly, they don't respect our community, they
did create hatred among the communities between Sunset neighborhood & LGBT community.
We are not politically well connected or financially resourceful but we are a united & harmonious
neighborhood where crime rate is relatively low. We are proud to live in such a safe community.
Supervisors, we need to stick with the issue on Conditional Use Review & the voices of the community
especially the adjacent neighbors who oppose it again in the appeal hearing. Attached are the
signatures of the 300 ft radius who are still saying: "No means No!"
Best regards,
Lisa
32 years Sunset Resident
Sunset Parents Club

Following is the 2011 (her year 1 as an Oakland mayor) data.
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Oakland Mayor Jean Quan Busted Texting While Driving, Shamed By Stanley Roberts [Update]
Did Oakland Mayor Run a Red Light While Texting? - Breitbart
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Anna Wall
Tang, Katy (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Sheehy,
Jeff (BOS); Ronen, Hillary; Yee, Norman (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Peskin, Aaron (BOS); Fewer, Sandra (BOS)
Jalipa, Brent (BOS)
2505 Noriega St. MCD: Prop 64 & local neighbors voices
Monday, October 02, 2017 3:13:46 PM
Sunset Voting.xls

Dear Supervisors,
The approval of the 2505 Noriega St. MCD 5:1 by Planning Commissioners have been very shocking to
me. Here is my understanding & I hope you can hear us who are living there 24/7.
According to the Project Sponsor,
"Sunset voters approved Proposition 215 (legalizing medical marijuana) with 66 percent support (13,992
votes, per the City's Department of Elections) -- suggesting widespread support for medical marijuana in
the immediate community.
This past November, Sunset voters approved increasing access to marijuana by supporting Proposition
64 with 58 percent support (compared to just 37 percent opposed). That's 20,014 Sunset voters who
supported greater access to marijuana just last November."
Update:
As of July 13, 2017, the Planning Commission hearing date, there were total of 3,855 local residents from
the zip codes of 94122 and 94116, which are the surrounding areas of the proposed MCD site at 2505
Noriega Street, expressed their positions on whether or not the MCD should be opened at that location.
The selection was overwhelmingly clear with 83.66% opposing (compared to just 16.34% supported).
The percentage of opposing the proposed MCD at 2505 Noriega was far outweighing the percentage of
supporting Prop 215 and Prop 64.
Therefore, here is the true color of the Sunset. We supported statewide Prop 215 and Prop 64, but we
opposed opening a MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
As today's hearing is not for Prop 215, not for Prop 64, it IS for the MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.   
So, Dear Supervisors, are you listening? Please respect Sunset residents' choices and reject the
application of the MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
If you still insist to honor the minority voters and force the majority people to accept the MCD at 2505
Noriega Street, by the same logic, are you going to honor the minority voters on Prop 215 and Prop
64 and overturn those Props?
Thank you!
Anna Wall
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Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
BOS-Supervisors; BOS Legislation, (BOS)
FW: The Apothecarium - 2505 Noriega Street - Appeal
Monday, October 02, 2017 7:51:11 AM
Truth lies and marijuana Eric Mar Examiner Op-Ed.pdf
Apothecarium Appeal Summary.pdf
PJI Blocks Three Dispensaries.pdf

From: Ryan Hudson [mailto:ryan@apothecarium.com]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2017 12:29 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>; bos.legislative.aides@sfgov.org;
legislative.aides@sfgov.org; Calvillo, Angela (BOS) <angela.calvillo@sfgov.org>
Cc: Jean Quan <jeanquan4@gmail.com>; Floyd Huen <dr.huen@apothecarium.com>; Brett
Gladstone <bgladstone@hansonbridgett.com>; Michael Colbruno <Michael@milogroupca.com>;
Eliot Dobris <eliot@apothecarium.com>
Subject: The Apothecarium - 2505 Noriega Street - Appeal
Dear Supervisors and Staff,
In preparation for Tuesday's appeal of The Planning Commission's approval of The Apothecarium Sunset at 2505
Noriega Street, I am writing with three short documents:
1. A memo outlining the appellants attempts to block three Sunset dispensaries
2. A summary of The Apothecarium's plans for the Sunset and our extensive neighborhood support.
3. A copy of former Supervisor Eric Mar's op-ed on this fight
Thank you for your attention and please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Ryan Hudson
Co-Founder & Executive Director
The Apothecarium
ryan@apothecarium.com
415.928.3300 cell

Truth, lies and marijuana - Eric Mar
I am worried because hate groups and fake news are on the rise, even here in
San Francisco.
In a couple days, an anti-LGBT hate group will have the opportunity to address
the Board of Supervisors and ask for their votes. They are appealing a decision by the Planning Commission — and they
might even win, which is why I’m raising the alarm.
On Tuesday, the Pacific Justice Institute (PJI) and its local allies will ask my former colleagues on the board to stop The
Apothecarium from opening a medical cannabis dispensary in the Sunset District.
This should be simple. Sunset voters have overwhelmingly supported marijuana at the polls every time the issue has
come before them. The Planning Commission voted 5-1 to approve the dispensary, and The Apothecarium is one of The
City’s most respected dispensaries. But PJI and its network of right-wing, conservative Christian allies are pushing back.
This fight matters because the truth matters. PJI is a group that does not dwell in the realm of truth. Like our president, the
group lies easily, reflexively and constantly. They have held news conferences claiming that people have died of
marijuana overdoses. They have predicted gunfire in the Sunset if the dispensary opens.
These are fear-mongering lies. It’s important that we call them out clearly and simply for what they are: lies. In all of
recorded history, no one has ever died of a marijuana overdose. And gunfire? That’s laughable. For 25 years, San
Francisco has had medical cannabis dispensaries, peacefully. I can’t remember the last time I heard of a serious issue
arising because of a dispensary.
PJI isn’t an ordinary hate group. They combine a veneer of legal respectability with outreach to communities of color —
especially my own community, Chinese Americans. This is a new force in San Francisco politics: right-wing Christian
groups successfully organizing in the Chinese community.
So far, they’ve been effective. A couple months ago, PJI and its partners turned out 700 people — the vast majority of
them Chinese American — to testify against the dispensary. Virtually every word spoken against the project was based on
PJI’s lies and propaganda.
Some claimed that traffic deaths would rise. (That’s a lie; states with legal marijuana see traffic deaths go down by around
10 percent.) Others claimed that teen use of marijuana would skyrocket. (That’s also a lie; teen use of marijuana has
stayed flat or gone down both nationally and in Colorado.) Still, others said a dispensary would bring crime to the Sunset
neighborhood. (This is another easily disproved lie; peer-reviewed data shows that dispensaries deter crime.)
If all these arguments have a familiar ring to them, that’s no surprise. For decades, PJI has used a version of these false
arguments against the LGBT community. That’s why they have been designated an anti-LGBT hate group by the
Southern Poverty Law Center.
PJI has pushed the lie that homosexuality is caused by child abuse. They have promoted the harmful and discredited
practice of reparative therapy, which seeks to change a person’s sexual orientation. Now, they are directing their “What
about the children?!” hysteria toward cannabis patients.
It is tempting to dismiss PJI as clowns. But they successfully overturned an earlier attempt to open a medical cannabis
dispensary in the Sunset and have clearly made inroads with conservative Christian Chinese organizers in the Bay Area.
While many San Franciscans are rightly focused on fighting hate groups at the national level, we must not allow PJI and
its allies to gain a further foothold in our city or our political discourse. If a right-wing group can convince the Board of
Supervisors to vote with them — undoing the clearly expressed will of the voters — then we are in very deep trouble.
Eric Mar is a former member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors and Board of Education. He is also a cannabis
patient.

The Apothecarium Sunset - 2505 Noriega Street - October 2017
The Sunset is Pro-Cannabis
● 66% of Sunset voters supported medical
cannabis in 1996
● 58% supported recreational cannabis this
past November
○ All 47 Sunset precincts
○ 20,014 Sunset voters total
● 3,900+ Existing Apothecarium Patients
Live in The Sunset
● 1,515 SF Letters of Support
● 111 Letters from within 1,000 feet

Locations of our 660 Sunset Letters of Support

Diverse Owners Serving Diverse Patients
● First bilingual (Cantonese), bicultural dispensary
● First dispensary with Chinese American owners
● Working in tandem with traditional Asian medicine

Supports City’s Policy of Geographic Dispersion of MCD’s
● Would be the first dispensary West of 14th Ave
● The Sunset is the only district without a dispensary; unfair to other districts
● Today Sunset patients take 2 buses on a 3-mile trip to the nearest dispensary.
Measurable Community Benefits to The Sunset
● Medicine for seniors & non-English speakers, providing the safety of in-person
consultations instead of home delivery
● Free classes and support groups for patients AND non-patients in the Sunset, as
we do currently in the Castro neighborhood
● Substantial manpower and financial contributions to neighborhood nonprofits,
as we have done in the Castro
● Working in harmony with existing “Medical Mile” on Noriega Street
Parking/Transportation Management Plan
● Written by respected third-party Transportation Consultant, Fehr & Peers
● Report expects parking needs to be fewer than the average retailer on Noriega
● Estimated vehicle trips during peak hour could be accommodated by available
parking supply within 1,000 feet of project
Excellent Public Safety Record
● Zero police incidents in six years of operations on Market Street
● Strict security protocols including video cameras and unarmed security staff
● No complaints from residents, including those living above the Castro store

● Support from a nearby Martial Arts studio that serves kids and a church

Praise For
The Apothecarium
“I write to share my church’s experience as a neighbor of The Apothecarium. St.
Francis Lutheran Church is about 500 feet away, more-or-less across the street.
We have never received a complaint from a congregant about The
Apothecarium or their patients.
St. Francis is a meeting place for a variety of 12-step programs for people
recovering from drug and alcohol abuse. Alateen, a group that helps young
people deal with addiction in their family, also meet at St. Francis. These are
vulnerable, at-risk populations. We have never heard of any issue with The
Apothecarium….
Patients of The Apothecarium are not simply our close neighbors. The
Apothecarium’s various patient support groups meet inside our church during
the week. They are in and out of our church building. We have never had any
problem with The Apothecarium’s patients being on the property, crossing
paths with our congregants or the attendees at the other support groups….
I am hard pressed to think of a single negative impact from The Apothecarium
-- or another neighbor that has had a more positive impact.
— Dave Walda, Senior Parish Administrator
I am the owner of Maru Dojo -- a martial arts studio for children and adults
located 390 feet away from The Apothecarium. I have never had any trouble
from The Apothecarium or their patients. None of my students or their parents
has ever complained to me about anything to do with The Apothecarium. I
know The Apothecarium simply as a quiet neighbor down the street.
— Ray Feliciano, Owner, Maru Dojo
“The Apothecarium should be viewed as a valuable addition to any community,
as they have proven to be a model dispensary, having been cited by Planning
staff as the “gold standard” among operators in San Francisco. As State
Controller, I personally toured and inspected The Apothecarium’s current
operations at 2095 Market Street and found them to be an exemplary
operator.”
— Betty Yee, California State Controller & Sunset Native

BY HAND
October 2, 2017
London Breed, President
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
One Carleton Goodlett Place
City Hall, Second Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
The Apothecarium Sunset at 2505 Noriega Street MCD - HEARING OF
OCTOBER 3, 2017; Appeal of (1) Environmental Review and (2) Conditional Use
Permit for Noriega Street Site.

Re:

Dear President Breed and Members of the Board:
The Pacific Justice Institute (PJI) is appealing the Planning Commission’s 5-1 decision to
approve The Apothecarium’s dispensary at 2505 Noriega Street. This is not the first time that
PJI has led opposition to dispensaries in the Sunset:
●
●
●

In 2010 (at the Board of Appeals) PJI successfully overturned an earlier decision by the
Planning Commission to allow a dispensary at 2139 Taraval.
In 2015, PJI successfully defeated yet another attempt to open a dispensary at 2139
Taraval.
In 2017, PJI opposed our dispensary at the Planning Commission and is now appealing
that decision to the Board.

In its second legal brief delivered last week to your Board, PJI finally concedes that it is PJI -rather than Sunset citizens -- that deserves the credit so far for the absence of any Sunset
MCD. On page 9 of their brief to you, PJI proudly states “PJI has had success opposing the
Department's grants of conditional uses to MMDs in the Sunset District.” They also refer to
themselves as a “key player” in the 2010 appeal. See photos on the following page.
As you know, PJI has been designated an anti-LGBT hate group by the Southern Poverty Law
Center (SPLC). In PJI’s second brief to you, PJI even labeled SPLC a “hate group itself”. We do
not believe a group such as PJI should play a role in determining the location of any business in
our City, much less a locally-started, locally-owned health-oriented business. Moreover, this
decision will set a dangerous precedent for MCDs moving forward and, therefore, should be
based on the facts, not on fear. PJI has also threatened to sue the City if they do not prevail in
this appeal and to sue to overturn the City’s entire cannabis legalization legislation.
Sincerely,
Ryan Hudson
Co-Founder & Executive Director, The Apothecarium
cc:

Jean Quan
Dr. Floyd Huen

Michael Thomsen
Brett Gladstone, Esq.
Clerk Of Board of Supervisors
Members, Board of Supervisors
Clerk, Board of Supervisors

Brad Dacus, President, PJI, posing for the cameras while filing his appeal against The
Apothecarium Sunset Location. July 2017. World Journal.

Dacus on the steps of City Hall, holding a press conference before filing this appeal. July 2017.
World Journal.
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Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
BOS-Supervisors; Lew, Lisa (BOS); Jalipa, Brent (BOS)
FW: YES on Medicinal Dispensary. I live in the Sunset.
Monday, September 11, 2017 8:03:59 AM

From: Sandy Weil [mailto:sweil46117@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 10, 2017 9:05 PM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: YES on Medicinal Dispensary. I live in the Sunset.
To All of the Board of Supervisors:
Vote YES on Medicinal Dispensary. I live in the Sunset.
I have lived in the Sunset/Parkside (28th Ave/Pacheco) for 25 years and I am a SF Native. It makes
absolute sense to have a medicinal dispensary in our neighborhood - especially one to serve the
Chinese speaking community. Do not believe the Pacific Justice Institute and all the people they are
bussing in against this business. PIJ's argument about alcohol and drugs near a pre-school is absurd. A
pre-schooler is not going to be walking to school without an adult! A pre-schooler is not even going to
understand what a dispensary is! Ridiculous argument to stop a business that will help members of our
community.
It is easier for kids to get pot in school or the playground than from a dispensary. Trust me, I know. I went
to school here and could get pot super easy from all the people dealing at school - Roosevelt and
Washington. All my friends kids can get pot too nowadays. So, YES to a dispensary - don’t let the fearmongers determine what is best for our community.
Be sensible, let the business open!
Thank you,
Sandy Weil

August 28, 2017

Dear Brent,
Enclosed please find 19 more letters, mainly from nearby merchants and next-door residential
neighbors ofthe proposed Medical Cannabis Dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San Francisco,
opposing to the MCD.
Please ensure that they are included in the letters to the Board of Supervisors.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Frank Lee

Boss Supermarket
2551 Noriega St
San Francisco, CA 94122
· August 19, 2017

'i

San Francisco Board Of Supervisors
cf o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisors,
I am the owner of Boss Supermarket around 2 years, I have been in the same line of business
on Noriega St for more than10 years. I have never thought ofleaving the neighborhood due to
its uniqueness, friendliness, united & family oriented community.
I strongly oppose the proposed MCD site on 2505 Noriega St. My customers don't like to see

the marijuana retail shop in the community. Our Noriega merchants don't want to have
marijuana distributor in the neighborhood, as it is not compatible to the 3-block, light
commercial area.
We signed numerous petitions, we went to the public hearing on 7/13/17 with over 700
neighbors but the result of the commissioners' voting was injustice. The opposition of the
MCD on 2505 Noriega St has been overwhelming by, rallying, signing the petition, sending
emails & showing up in the public hearing. Needless to say, the number of opponents of this
MCD is significantly out numbers by 6:1 to the MCD supporters who are mostly non-Sunset
residents. Patients who need alternate painkiller can access marijuana on 1500 block at
Ocean Ave. (Miramar), which is less than 1.5 miles from Sunset District. The co-owner Dr.
Floyd Huen misled the commissioners in the hearing that Sunset patients need to travel all the
way to downtown to access marijuana. Another big lie that the project sponsor told the
public & commissioners that they have 4,000 patients but all they had the signatures to
support this MCD site from the entire San Francisco was about 1,500 people.
As elected officials, we asked you to hear us & listen to us. All merchants & opponents have
gone through the procedure to say No to this MCD. The opposition is getting strong as I can
hear from my customers daily. No only the voting on 7/13/17 is unfair to the neighborhood,
they will continue to oppose the opening of this MCD to protect the community's uniqueness,
simple life, clean air & children congregated area.
We further request that Supervisor Tang to put conditional use approval (CUA) as permanent
code, which applies, to recreational marijuana retail shop opening in Sunset District. We trust
that you, as elected officials to protect the community according to the wish of the neighbors
who wants to live the way they prefer.
,,..~

Sincerely,

Pei Xia Liu

..

Ming Tai Wun Tun Noodle
2455 Noriega St
San Francisco, CA 94122
August 17, 2017
San Francisco Board Of Supervisors
c/ o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisors,
My name is Albert Tai, one of the members of Noriega Merchants Association. I am the owner of
Ming Tai Wun Tun Noodle on 2455 Noirega St. and we are about 50 feet away from the
proposed MCD on 2505 Noriega St. We have been in business at the same location for 16 years.
When I took over my father's business over 10 years ago, I fall in love with this unique, well
diversified, friendly & peaceful neighborhood where everybody knows each other by name.
If you have never been in our community before, please stop by our 3-block, light commercial
area where we can find all kinds of food & neighborhood service such as spa, travel agency, fresh
grocery, bakery, subway and different kinds of restaurants. Believe it or not, there is a shop that
repairs old clocks & watches. On the other hand, we also have the most trendy teenagers
hangout place called TJ Cup which is about 60 ft away from the proposed MCD.
We strongly oppose the proposed MCD located on 2505 Noriega St. because it is NOT desirable
for this community. Very often, our young kids from Ark of Hope will walk on narrow sidewalk.
With no other choices, our children will walk right in front of the proposed MCD location.
Furthermore, most of my customers feel very uncomfortable of having MCD in the neighborhood
and that they will avoid coming to shop & dine in the area. As a long term merchant on Noriega
St, we constantly being reminded by our customers that this MCD location is not appropriate for
the community. They don't want their young kids expose to marijuana especially when
recreational marijuana will be effective in just five months. Among the merchants, with this
non-compatible & undesirable marijuana retail shop (in just 4 months) in the community, we can
foresee that this unique community will be significantly changed & damaged irreversibly.
Decreasing existing customers & no increase new customers coming from different areas, as
drugged drivers will be increased. As a consequence, our business will be impacted negatively.
We all know that each community has its own unique character. We should allow our local
residents to preserve their comfortable & peaceful life style. To support our community, 90% of
us posted signs "No MCD!" on our windows. Our opposition to marijuana is overwhelming &
there is no sign of slowing down. Please hear our voice & understand our needs. Please vote "No
MCD on 2505 Noriega St.".
We further request that Supervisor Tang to put conditional use approval (CUA) as permanent
code, which applies, to recreational marijuana retail shops opening in Sunset District. We trust
that you, as elected officials can protect the community according to the wish of the neighbors
who wants to live the way they prefer.
Sincerely,

Three Star Restaurant
2515 Noriega St
San Francisco, CA 94122
August 12, 2017
Dear Supervisors, Mayor Ed Lee
I am Wai King Chan, owner of Three Star Restaurant which is adjacent to the proposed MCD on
2505 Noriega St.. As a merchant I strongly oppose the proposed MCD site on 2505 Noriega St. I
am one of the merchants who has been telling former Oakland mayor Jean Quan & Dr. Floyd
Huen that the MCD or the recreational marijuana retail shop (in 2018) is not welcomed in our
community. We went to downtown occasionally & we smelled marijuana inevitably. Personally,
I refuse to be the znd hand marijuana smoker. I understand that the project sponsor is not
responsible for marijuana smokers outside their site. This is why my customers & I strongly
oppose it being located next to my business. Businesswise, I constantly have conversation with
my customers who told me that they will avoid the MCD site which will be significantly affecting
my business.
I can conclude a few of many legitimate reasons why this MCD is not compatible & not
appropriate in our community:
1/ Too close to my business where I spend more than 10 hours in my shop & I refuse to be the
2nd hand marijuana smoker. No one can protect my well being once the MCD is allowed to open
next door.
2/ My customers will stay away from my shop because of this non-competitive business opening
next to my business. Thus, my revenue will be seriously affected.
3/ My children who are young visiting me all the time, I don't want them to have easy access to
marijuana. As a parent, I totally can imagine that my customers detest marijuana near their
children & I believe that my personal life & business will be adversely affected.
4/ Before we can see any new law that can protect near by small business or innocent people
who will be hurt by recreational marijuana users/offenders; holding marijuana operator
countable for damaging the community, this MCD permit should be denied.
5/ So far, we notice that the police treat marijuana offenders as the lowest priority. Again, it is
not the responsibility of the project sponsor to enforce it or it is none of their business to involve
the police operations that is why we don't want the MCD near by. If the community has no
protection by law enforcers, MCD or recreational marijuana should NOT be allowed in the
community. Sunset District is the weakest area to attract this kind of business, which is
dangerous to my young children.
We further request that Supervisor Tang to put conditional use approval (CUA) as permanent
code, which applies, to recreational marijuana retail shops opening in Sunset District. We trust
that you, as elected officials can protect the community according to the wish of the neighbors
who wants to live the way they prefer.
Sincerely,

August 16, 2017
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
cf o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisors,
As owner of Twins Holiday, I have been in business on Noriega Street for more than ten years.
Me and my Family are strongly oppose the proposed MCD site on 2505 Noriega St. My
customers often come visit me in person with their families /kids when purchasing their
vacation/business need. They don't like to see the marijuana retail shop in the community.
Our Noriega merchants don't want to have marijuana distributor in the neighborhood, as it is
not compatible to the 3-block, light commercial area.
We signed numerous petitions, we went to the public hearing on 7 /13 /17 with over 700
neighbors but the result of the commissioners' voting was injustice. The opposition of the
MCD on 2505 Noriega St has been overwhelming by, rallying, signing the petition, sending
emails & showing up in the public hearing. Needless to say, the number of opponents of this
MCD is significantly out numbers by 6:1 to the MCD supporters who are mostly non-Sunset
residents.
The commissioners claimed that the patients need access equity to choose their marijuana
need within shop. Since it is prescription by doctor patients shouldn't need/have any choices
or substitution. Therefore, it can be delivered to their door steps within minutes when
needed.
As elected officials, we asked you to hear us & listen to us. All merchants & opponents have
gone through the procedure to say No to this MCD. The opposition is getting strong as I can
hear from my customers daily. No only the voting on 7/13 /17 is unfair to the neighborhood,
they will continue to oppose the opening of this MCD to protect the community's uniqueness,
simple life, clean air & children congregated area.
We further request that Supervisor Tang to put conditional use.approval (CUA) as permanent
code, which applies, to recreational marijuana retail shop opening in Sunset District. We trust
that you, as elected officials to protect the community according to the wish of the neighbors
who wants to live the way they prefer.

.ho

Sa
~49 NoriegaStreet#204
San Francisco, CA 94122

Superb Garden Grocery
2433 Noriega St
San Francisco, CA 94122
August 19, 2017
San Francisco Board Of Supervisors
cf o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisors,
My name is Yan Kam, owner of Superb Garden Grocery. I strongly oppose the proposed MCD site
on 2505 Noriega St. I am one of the merchants who has been helping our community to collect
our neighbors' signatures to oppose the proposed MCD on 2505 Noriega St. As you may have
seen, 90% of the merchants within the affected 3 blocks area have been firmly opposing the
opening of this MCD. My customers' base is small families with young kids, elderlies & near by
neighbors who know all of us by names. If the MCD is finally approved, I will loose my customers
& my business will be negatively affected. My customers don't like to see the marijuana retail
shop in the community. Our Noriega merchants don't want to have marijuana distributor in the
neighborhood, as it is not compatible to our community and the location is not appropriate.
We addressed the patients access equity which is only 1.5 miles from Sunset district on Ocean
Ave.. Patients can have delivery service provided by Apothecarium website or phone call.
Patients can access the Castro MCD to choose their "suitable" type of marijuana when it is need.
Everyone should know that if you are a patient, doctor subscribes the medication. There is no
need to visit the pharmacy monthly, weekly or even daily to change the prescription. Why there
is necessity to set up a retail shop in such a small community with 3 blocks of commercial area?
It is simply because this MCD is targeting the youngsters congregated area where pre-school,
middle school & high school are near by.
Supervisors, if you come by & visit Noriega St at day time, you will see young kids from
Pre-school having field trip, walking by the 2505 Noriega St. Late afternoon, you will see
afterschool students came out from the Church which is truly a community center. In the
evening, you will notice that there are teenagers hang out at ABC restaurant & TJ Cups which are
popular to my customers' children. In any cultures, not only Chinese, we need & must protect our
young kids from getting close to drugs & marijuana. As elected officials, please hear from us,
vote No to MCD on 2505 Noriega St. in our appeal. Let us have the community where we can
enjoy with peace of mind. We want to keep the community simple without potential increasing of
2nd hand marijuana smokers, drugged drivers around this family oriented area.
We further request that Supervisor Tang to put conditional use approval (CUA) as permanent
code, which applies, to recreational marijuana retail shops opening in Sunset District. We trust
that you, as elected officials can protect the community according to the wish of the neighbors
who wants to live the way they prefer.
Sincerely,

,r)L,._
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August 10, 2017

Dear Mayor Ed Lee, Ms. Katy Tang and Supervisors

I am a business owner on 2450 Noriega Street. S.F. We (Family Business) been
doing business in this wonderful area more than 12 years!
And we are so disappointed the Hearing result on 7/13/2017. Our community
voices did not being hear from the commissioners!
San Francisco's Sunset District is mainly a residential community, with many
children and elderly residents, known for low crime rate and convenience, with
many schools, public library, churches, day care centers and learning centers.
Parents feel at ease to let their children join the various after-school,
extracurricular, and recreational activities that this area offers because of its
known safety. The opening of a medical marijuana dispensary will affect public
safety - regardless of statistical deception. Despite the medical use of Marijuana,
the many negative issues with illegal use is commonly known. Inevitably, unlawful
conducts related to MCD will impact the neighborhood as a whole. That will
negatively affect the current level of safety that this area is known for. With MCD
present in this area more kids will be more likely to accidentally ingest marijuana
in dangerously high doses. Kids can be unduly exposed to high levels of THC, the
chemical in marijuana that makes people feel "HIGH", changing behavior
dangerously. We wish to preserve a peaceful environment for our children and
our elderly.
Please help us vote

/1

NO

/1

MCD on 2505 Noriega Street, thanks for your time!

Sincerely

Vht)V\

.....

-fcOV"' L~
Owner {New Heng Fung Market)
Aka ( Noriega Market)

August 17, 2017

To: All Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
Ms. Katy Tang:
I am a business owner on Noriega Street for more than 24 years. My sandwich store is
only about 75 feet from the MCD site.
I immigrated to the US from Burma 29 years ago, looking for a better life and environment. But
after the 7/13/2017 MCD hearing, I am very disappointed and shocked to hear the results. Our
VOICES did not hear by the commissioners.
The owner of Apothecarium, Hudson, clearly stated that he will convert 2505 Noriega St MCD
into a recreational store in 2018 in front of commissioners at the end of hearing. The project
still got approved. The owners say they have the right to open, but what about our right to
oppose as business owners in this neighborhood? I do not want second hand marijuana
smoke that is hazardous for health.
In accordance with the of S.F, an MCD must not be located within 1,000 feet from a facility that
primarily serves children under the age of 18. When it comes to our children, it is
unnegotiable. I do not want to see my children and other kids growing up in a community
where marijuana smokers are lingering around on the street. I fe.ar for their safety & we are
committed to guard our community. To us, this neighborhood is more than just a place to live.
We will continue to fight for our community and keep it as safe as possible for our children and
residents.
Students from S.I high School, A.P Giannini, Holy Name School, West Portal Lutheran Grade
School, Church after school program are coming to my store to buy sandwiches all the time, No
dispensary should open close to Children, specially they will open as recreational store in 2018.
Please help us to put (CUA) Conditional Use Approval as permanent code, put this CUA also
applies to recreational marijuana shops in Sunset! Vote NO MCD on 2505 Noriega Street, San
Francisco! We hope that all our voices are heard by all the Supervisors. Thank you so much
foryourtime and help!
Sincerely yours

/!)~/
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Alexander Sia I Subway
2516 Noriega Street
San Francisco, CA 94122

Zmax Mortgage Coporation
2549 Noriega St, Suite #203
San Francisco, CA 94122
August21, 2017
San Francisco Board Of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisors,
I am the owner of Zmax Mortgage Corporation on Noriega Street about 100 feet from 2505
Noriega MCD site.
I strongly oppose the proposed MCD site on 2505 Noriega St. My customers often come visit
me in person when inquiring their personal/business financial need. They don't like to see
the marijuana retail shop in the community. Our Noriega merchants don't want to have
marijuana distributor in the neighborhood, as it is not compatible to the 3-block, light
commercial area.
We signed numerous petitions, we went to the public hearing on 7 /13 /17 with over 700
neighbors but the result of the commissioners' voting was injustice. The opposition of the
MCD on 2505 Noriega St has been overwhelming by, rallying, signing the petition, sending
emails & showing up in the public hearing. Needless to say, the number of opponents of this
MCD is significantly out numbers by 6:1 to the MCD supporters who are mostly non-Sunset
residents.
The sponsors claimed that the patients need privacy so they don't want it to be delivered to
their door step, instead they need to go to the local shop to pick up their marijuana need. In
fact, there shouldn't be any privacy when neighbors see them going in and out the shop. This
is just another big lie from the sponsors who want to open the shop in preparation for
recreational use effective 1/1/2018.
'-

As elected officials, we asked you to hear us & listen to us. All merchants & opponents have
gone through the procedure to say No to this MCD. The opposition is getting strong as I can
hear from my customers daily. No only the voting on 7/13/17 is unfair to the neighborhood,
they will continue to oppose the opening of this MCD to protect the community's uniqueness,
simple life, clean air & children congregated area.
We further request that Supervisor Tang to put conditional use approval (CUA) as permanent
code, which applies, to recreational marijuana retail shop opening in Sunset District. We trust
that you, as elected officials to protect the community according to the wish of the neighbors
who wants to live the way they prefer.
Sincerely, Hocking Zheng

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
·
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the. likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCO, and resjdents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go o_ut of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has speciaf protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCO. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

B1NH
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschOols take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless; more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go o~ of
business. This is really unfair to them.
··
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right. across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates califomian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Anally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signatur~

Print Name
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Healthy Life Concepts
August 23, 2017.
Dear Supervisor Tang,
We are just a very small business established in this location for over 10 years and
we've been serving customers from the Bay Area all these years. During these years,
our showroom is also a victim forcing to absorb the SECOND handed smokes from
the street and the buildings close to us. Sometimes the flown-in smoking smell makes
cust-omers NOT coming in the showroom and it straightly influence the business.

2505 Noriega Street is going to open a MCD inside our community. As according to
my experiences with all these years, I totally disagree to have a MCD close to my
showroom. Even there will be a rule, but NO ONE can 100% guarantee and control
the second handed smoking smell NOT flow into to my place.
Thanks for your kind attention.
Sincerely,
\

2568 Noriega St, suite 208, San Francisco, C.P_ 94122
P: (415)566-4988 f: 415-634-4305

To All San Francisco Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
My name is Billy and I live 3 doors down from the proposed site for medical marijuana dispensary,
MCD, on 2505 Noriega Street. I live in Sunset for over 37 years and deeply distributed and
aggravated by the proposed site for MCD on 2505 Noriega Street.

I vehemently oppose granting the conditional use permit to the medical marijuana dispensary,
MCD1 on 2505 Noriega Street San Francisco, California 94122 proposed by the Apothecarium.
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I oppose the MCD because it is a bad business to the neighborhood because they are arrogant and
divisive to the neighborhood. The co-owners Jean Quan and her husband has waged a smear
campaign to slander the Sunset residents as a hate group to instigate hate in the gay community in
San Francisco and in the media. The Sunset residents were be little as backward and ignorant by
Jean Quan and the Apothecarium. We are well aware of the usage of marijuana for medical
treatment. At the same time, we are quite alarmed by the harm and the inappropriate location of
MCD on 2505 Noriega Street where a lot of neighborhood kids and school children visit for lunch and
field trips .
£W~t...u

.MCD is a threat to the neighho:rhoorl safery and security
I oppose the MCD because it is a threat to the neighborhood safety and security. There are no law
to regulate the driving under the influence of marijuana. There is no way for the police to stop the
MCD patrons from driving recklessly under the influence of marijuana in Sunset and put our residents
at risk. There is no way to control the resaJe of the marijuana to kids and prevent the consumption
of marijuana in front of the minors. There is simply no law regulating the consumption and resale of
marijuana. How can you give a permit to a MCD business to sell control substance in a family
oriented neighborhood without sufficient laws to regulate it?!

The Apot.hecar:hJ.m owne:r Ryan Hudson, co-owners Jean Qu.a:n and. her
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The Apothecarium does not serve the patient in need of medical marijuana. I want to see the proof
of the number of patients they claim to serve close to the proposed site. Ironically during the public
hearing on July 13, 2017 in front of the planning commissioners, the owner Ryan Hudson openly
admittedly that he has planned to convert the proposed MCD for recreational marijuana usage on
January 1, 2018. He has lied all this time for using the proposed project to distribute marijuana as a
medical treatment to patients. His real intention is to sell marijuana for recreational use before it
was even legal 2 years ago. This is one blatant lie. All he want is to make millions by selling
marijuana to people outside of Sunset and drug addicts and exploit our kids in the neighborhood to
build up his client base.
Their biggest lie is that the access to marijuana is limited only to the patient for medical treatment.
I can testify with the tragic death of my brother on how easy it is to obtain marijuana with a phony
doctor prescription.

My brother has died from marijuana obtained easily from MCD. He fell over a bridge into a rain
drainage while riding a bike. He lied in the rain drainage for 2 days before he was found and died
from a head trauma at the hospital. The doctor at the emergency has told me that my brother has

lost control of the bike due to the high level of marijuana in his body. He does not need to use
marijuana for medical purpose but yet he was able to get the prescription for medical marijuana
easily from a physician just like Jean Qua n's husband.
That is why I say Jean Quan and her husband
and especially the owner, Ryan Hudson are liars.

My brother die because MCD has made it easy for him to get marijuana!
l'i~CD 1l¥:[~1111ak·e
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I just want to tell you what is it like for a mother to lose a son. 11 years after my brother death, one
day while having lunch with my mom, she told me that she worry about the expose of our family
members to marijuana in the MCD next door like my nieces and nephews and especially Keith ...... .
Keith is my brother name.
She suddenly paused for a long time and looked me in the eyes. I have never seen so much sorrow
and pain in her eyes in my life.
I am not sure if you have ever experienced the loss of a family member unexpectedly and suddenly.
When the loss is so serve, our mind play tricks on us to make us forget to alleviate the pain. My
mom has just forgotten about my brother death for a while. The discussion of MCD all of a sudden
bring all the memory back and make her to relive the pain all over again. The MCD at 2505 Noriega
will make my mom to relive the pain over and over every day. Thing as simple as a walk past the
MCD store will remind her of my brother death.

In the past 37 years, I have voted for Democrats and worked hard to pay tax to do my part as a San
Franciscan. I began to regret to vote for Democrats for the first time in my life. The angers in
Sunset will surface when you approve the permit for the proposed MCD in the face of so much
oppositions from local Sunset residents. I am just telling you the truth on how everyone is feeling
when their families, their homes, and their neighborhood they have worked so hard to build over the
years are threatened. We will hold that supervisor that vote to approve the permit to MCD
responsible whether he or she is in office or not, When a kid in our neighborhood is addicted to
marijuana due to MCD or an innocent Sunset resident injured or killed by a driver under the
influence of marijuana, you are responsible because you approve the permit to the MCD on 2505
Noriega Street despite nearby resident fierce opposition and disregard the conditional use permit
regulations.
Do you hear the voice of the people ...... ?
Do you understand the magnitude of the anger of your voters ......?
I hope you can ......... for the kid sake, for Sunset sake, and for San Francisco sake!
Otherwise you and we all loss at the end.
Thank you,
Billy Thach
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Fwd: Feedback on 7/13 Planning Commission hearing- 2505 Noriega MCD
Felix Meng (fmeng93@gmail.com)
frankmeng@sbcglobal.net;
2017/8/19 (~:;'\:) 4:26 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Felix Meng <fmeng93@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Aug 13, 2017 at 9:22 PM
Subject: Feedback on 7/13 Planning Commission hearing- 2505 NoriegaMCD
To: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org, london.breed@sfgov.org, malia.cohen@sfgov.org,
mark.farrell@sfgov.org, sandra.fewer@sfgov.org, j ane.kim@sfgov.org,
aaron. peskin@sfgov.org, hillary.ronen@sfgov.org, ahsha.safai@sfgov.org,
jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org, katy. tang@sfgov.org, N orman.yee@sfgov.org

Dear Mayor Ed Lee and Supervisors I recently attended the July 13th Planning Commission hearing alongside my 600 community neighbors
to oppose the opening of the MCD at 2505 Noriega Street. I have lived at 1831 32nd avenue & Noriega
for 29 years, and this is a very personal matter to me being less than 150 feet away from 2505 Noriega.
I am shocked and appalled that our Planning Commission, who should be representing the best interest
of our community, voted 5-1 in favor of the MCD. Over 600 of us were present from 12pm to 12am
patiently waiting to voice our concerns while the Commission repeatedly kicked back the proposal
discussion until the evening. We as a community feel that the decision was already predetermined.
Otherwise, how could the vote have been so immediate and at 5-1 with such a large show of concern
from the community?
I urge you to look further into this matter. Thousands have clearly demonstrated that the location for this
MCD is undesirable to the community and unnecessary for the neighbor in its vicinity. Please deny its
Conditional Use permit.

If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents like me and merchants in the vicinity.
There are children facilities within 1,000 feet of the proposed MCD which were overlooked by the Letter
of Determination. Consideration and protection should be given to the children and families in this
bedroom community, and not to the business that doesn't fit the needs at this block.
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the
likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
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unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents. Businesses in the vicinity
will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of business. This is really
unfair to them.
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects, please definitely reject the MCD application at
2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Frank, Shally, Felix, and Mona Meng
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To: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Cc: mayoredwindlee@sfgov .org, London.Breed@sfgov .org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov .org,
Mark.Farrell@sfgov .org, Sandra.Fewer@sfgov .org, J ane.K.im@sfgov .org,
Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org, Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org, Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org,
Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
August 20, 2017
Re: No MCD at 2505 Noriega Street, San Francisco

Dear Ms. Tang,
We are extremely opposed to the opening of the cannabis shop at 2505 Noriega
Street.
1. The opening of the cannabis shop in 2505 Noriega street is in violation of the
California Health and Safety Act.
2. California 64 proposal also prohibits the establishment of medicinal marijuana
shop in the child center within 600 feet.
3. There are children facilities within 1,000 feet of the proposed MCD and thus
such proposal violates California State Law.
The decision of the Commission did not respect and abide by the laws of
California, what is the law set up for? They are also regardless there is an Art of
Hope nursery 300 feet next to the cannabis shop. Strongly by all means saying
that the law of California is kindergarten and 1st to 12 grade of public and
private schools, Art of Hope shouldn't be included, because the nursery children
will always be accompanied by adults. It is really irrational!
Even though they always have adult accompany to drop off and pick up, but
they will eventually grow up. They often pass by the marijuana pharmacy,
whatever they see and hear will have a great impact on the young ignorance in
the future!
Moreover, Art of hope founder said that their nursery's application is also
obtained by the government similar to the primary school, why will it be
excluded. I think they are official support and Ignore the healthy growth of the
children.

Two quotes from the July 13 public hearing:
1. Everywhere have MCD, why can't open in Sunset area?
MCD can open in Sunset district, but not in the center of the residential area! It
should be purchased from the hospital or online or mail order and the like. Why
ignore all the Sunset district residents concern because of the Jean Quan's
MCD shop! If not Jean Quan, the outcome will be entirely different I dare to say.
2 The opponent is only concerned and worried, but there is no empirical.
Well, let me ask, can they 100% guarantee that our opponents' concerns and
worried will not happen? It won't happen other place, doesn't mean it 100%
won't happen in Sunset district!
Be able to be a judge, should be unbiased according to the law, otherwise what
is he law and regulation set up for!
Please referee cannabis shop can not open at 2505 Noriega Street!
Your great help will be appreciated very much. All the Sunset districts
residences will thank you a millions.
Be God blessed America and you all!
Sincerely yours,

Yin Chiao Nellie Cheung
,.
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Susan Lau
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Susan Lau
Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:28 PM
'Katy.Tang@sfgov.org'
'mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org'; 'London.Breed@sfgov.org'; 'Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org';
'Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org'; 'Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org'; 'Jane.Kim@sfgov.org';
'Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org'; 'Hillary.Ronen@sfgo.or'; 'Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org';
'Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org'; 'Norman.Yee@sfgov.org'
FW: The MCD on Noriega Street Neighborhood

Aug 23, 2017
Supervisor Kathy Tang, c/o Supervisors, Mayor Ed Lee,
Thank you for the great work you've been doing to serve your community. I know it's hard work and most of it is quite
thankless. I appreciate your transparency and willingness to listen to your constituents.
Ask:

I am writing to ask for your help to appeal the recent deciscion for the approval of MCD on Noriega Street. It is quite
evident that there are more people against the MCD placed on Noriega than those who support this movement. There
were 1200 letters of support for the dispensary. Opponents submitted 5,875 signatures and letters, of which 3,217 were
submitted by District 4 residents. Frankly, I am appalled that the decision was approved as this makes it painstakingly
obvious that our voices do not matter. We feel that regardless of the number of people opposed against MCD, our
voices don't matter because none of us our of wealthy political status. Supervisors, that's why we've elected you to help
.!:!2._as we've elected you to elevate our unheard voices.
Who lam:

I am a small business owner on Noriega with a loving husband and wonderful daughter who recently graduated from UC
Berkeley. My husband and I run our travel agency across from the proposed MCD location.
Most of our customer base are those who feel uncomfortable with proposed MCD location.The decision to place
the MCD on the block negatively impacts my business because many of them will take their business elsewhere ifthe
proposed MCD is built out. As someone that runs a travel agency with declining demand for the service, this poses a
huge financial burden for my family.
Planning Code Mistake:

I and many of your other constituents firmly believe that the Planning Committee has not enforced the Planning Code
requirements correctly with their decision. The Planning Committee stated that the Ark of Hope which is a PreKindergarten for young children does not classify as a school. However, I argue that the Planning Committee did not
thoroughly look into the definition of what defines a school. Since you are familiar with the area, I am sure you know
that many churches have summer programs and parks have recreational programs that house many of the kids who
walk around Noriega and go around to the shops. Therefore, these are facilities that educate children.This should fall
under the definition of a school.

Conclusion:
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the need for MCD's accessible location. There are so many other locations in San Francisco including the
Castro District, Financial District, or Richmond District which are just as accessible as the proposed Sunset location. I
recognize that not everyone shares this opinion that MCD is detrimental to our community. Everyone is entitled to their
opinion. However, it was quite evident that the majority of the Sunset community are actively against the dispensary.
Here's a solution. Put them in hospitals. Put them in pharmacies. Put them anywhere else except in a community that
does not want it.

Sincerely,
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'S'usan Lau
U'
2568 Noriega Street, #202
San Francisco, CA 94122
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To: Supervisor Katy Tang, Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee
My name is Anthony chan. I live as a home owner at 1839 32nd Avenue, about 125 feet
from the in-questioned Marijuana Dispensary. I oppose the opening of such store,
because of its many negative impacts, including Cultural Conflict. To explain Cultural
Conflict, first I need to draw a parallel of marijuana and opium - both marijuana and
opium are I can be used for medical applications. Marijuana is legal in California if used
within the applicable laws. Years ago in China, opium was legal with no restriction,
because opium was backed by the British government as a mean to exploit China and
the British government forced the Ching government to make opium legal through two
opium wars in 1842 and 1856. We learn in the case of opium, opium destroyed families
in the millions, devastated the society and bankrupted the country to a point that China
was called "Sick man of East Asia" and the word "Ching", which is the name of the
government at that time (one of the most powerful and respected government in
Chinese history) degrades and degenerates to become a racial slur. It took tremendous
human costs to eradicate opium from the Chinese society. My grandfather told me that
his family was so poor that they hanged a small fish from the ceiling, looked at it and
took a bite of the rice; they didn't dare to eat the small fish, because who knows when
they will have meat again. He sold himself to come to America in order to survive
around the turn of the century. My mom couldn'tjoin him because of Chinese Exclusion
Act till 1964 after President Kennedy signed the new immigration laws. Growing up in
Hong Kong in the 50's, I came across people with so-called "Big Smoke" habit. Not
good - pale face, hollow eyes, boney body - like a Zombie. This terrible opium history is
a part of Chinese-American experience. When I heard someone wants to open a
marijuana dispensary, I see opium.
This marijuana saga is not about conservative versus liberal, church people versus
whoever, old folks versus young folks and the likes, it is about cultural conflict rooted in
history and Chinese-American experience. Sunset has a large Chinese community, and
the City government should respect the desire of the Chinese community of keeping
narcotics away. If anything, the City government should spend efforts to reduce cigaret
smoking, which is a health problem that still exists in the Chinese community, as well as
gambling maybe to a lessor degree.
So, please No Marijuana Dispensary in Sunset.

Opposition to 2505 Noriega Street Medical Cannabis Dispensary

https://webmail.eyefmity.com/versions/webmail/12.9.5-RC/popup.ph...

Opposition to 2505 Noriega Street Medical cannabis Dispensary
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

drjeong@sandrahjeongod.com
Sat, Jul 29, 2017 at 4:55 pm
Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org, Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org, Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org, Breedstaff@sfgov.org,
Jane.Kim@sfgov.org, Norman.Yee@sfgov.org, jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org, Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org,
Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisor Katy Tang,
I am opposed to the opening of a medical cannabis dispensary at 2505 Noriega Street and 32nd Avenue
along with my fellow merchants and residents in the immediate vicinity. I have been practicing optometry at
2521 Noriega Street since 1990. The majority of my patients are the neighborhood families with children.
I am dismayed that the SF Planning Department voted 5-1 to approve the opening of this dispensary even
though its own Executive Summary Conditional Use 308 page report for Case No. 2014-003453CUA
indicated on page 4 and on pages 286 to 288 that there is overwhelming opposition for such a dispensary at
this location.
As you know, our section of the Noriega Street Neighborhood Commercial District is only three blocks long
from 30th to 33rdAvenue. Nearly all the merchants on both the north and south sides of Noriega Street are in
opposition to the opening of this dispensary. We are like an island of commercial businesses in the middle
of a residential area of families who have young children. In addition, many students from AP. Giannini
Middle School, located at Ortega and 39th Avenue, walk past the comer of Noriega and 32nd Avenue to go
to Safeway and the other eateries in the neighborhood as well as to go home. Most nights of the week,
families with children eat dinner at the Quan Ngon Vietnamese Noodle House which is immediately adjacent
to the proposed site.
In 1989, Thrifty (Rite Aid) was interested in opening a Thrifty Jr. on the comer of Noriega Street an_d 33rd
Avenue. The City and County of San Francisco saw the potential for increased business in the area and
thus installed parking meters on Noriega Street between 32nd and 33rd Avenues. I signed my lease at 2521
Noriega Street because I envisioned potential business here as well. However, Gerald Davalos, the landlord
of 2505 Noriega Street, opposed Thrifty because he thought it would have a negative financial impact on his
pharmacy business at the time. Today, my neighbors and I are concerned that the opening of this
dispensary will have a negative impact on this primarily residential neighborhood, especially when the
dispensary converts from medical to recreational cannabis.
Those in support of the dispensary argue that the Sunset district had voted "for marijuana" in past elections.
However:, people move and the previous propositions were not worded "do you want a cannabis dispensary
at the comer of Noriega and 32nd Avenue?' The project sponsor's goal is to operate the region's first
bilingual (Cantonese) and bicultural cannabis dispensary at this location. However, he is not listening that
the opposition is coming from the Cantonese community here.
Supervisor Tang, please listen to the people who currently live and work in this area and oppose the opening
of this cannabis dispensary.
Respectfully,

8H-~J1~

eJrI

Sandra A. Jeong,
2521 Noriega Street

1 ofl

7/29/17, 2:00 PM

August 15, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
As a resident of Sunset, I strongly oppose to the opening of medical marijuana

outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San Francisco. If opened, it will be
disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity.
To begin with, there are children facilities within 1,000 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal violates Californina State Law. Regardless, more
consideration and protection should be given to the chidren, not to profit-·
oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future
generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will
aggravate, not to mention the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents
related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerable due to the MCD, and residents
will have to live in an unsafe environemnt. According to California District
Attorneys Assodiation, their biggest worries about legalization of marijuana are
the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of
them may have to go out of business. This really unfair to them.
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects, please definitely
reject the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street.
Your help is greatly appreciated.

Henry Cheung

1770 -

Nellie Y. Cheung

33rdAvenue, San Franciso, Ca.

94122
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Ms. Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board, City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca. 94102
August 25, 2017

Re: No MCD at 2505 Noriega Street, San Francisco

Dear Ms. Calvillo,
Receiving your notice, Thank you.
I am sending this letter to you just in case I am unable to attend the public appeal
hearing on September 5, 2017.
We are extremely opposed to the opening of the cannabis shop at 2505 Noriega
Street.
1. The opening of the cannabis shop in 2505 Noriega Street is in violation of the
California Health and Safety Act.
2. California 64 proposal also prohibits the establishment of medicinal marijuana
shop in the child center within 600 feet.
3. There are children facilities within 1,000 feet of the proposed MCD and thus
such proposal violates California State law.
The decision of the Commission did not respect and abide by the laws of
California, what is the law set up for? They are also regardless there is an Art of
Hope nursery 300 feet next to the cannabis shop. Strongly by all means saying
that the law of California is kindergarten and 1st to 12 grade of public and private
schools, Art of Hope shouldn't be included, because the nursery children will
always be accompanied by adults. It is really irrational!
Even though they always have adult accompany to drop off and pick up, but they
will eventually grow up. They often pass by the marijuana pharmacy, whatever
they see and hear will have a great impact on the young ignorance in the future!
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Moreover, Art of hope founder said that their nursery's application is also
obtained by the government similar to the primary school, why will it be excluded.
I think they are official support and ignore the healthy growth of the children.
Two quotes from the July 13 public hearing:
1. Everywhere have MCD, why can't open in Sunset area?
MCD can open in Sunset district, but not in the center of the residential area! It
should be purchased from the hospital or online or mail order and the like. Why
ignore all the Sunset district residents concern because of the Jean Quan's MCD
shop! If not Jean Quan, the outcome will be entirely different I dare to say.
2 The opponent is only concerned and worried, but there is no empirical.
Well, let me ask, can they 100% guarantee that our opponents' concerns and
worried will not happen? It won't happen other place, doesn't mean it 100% won't
happen in Sunset district!
Be able to be a judge, should be unbiased according to the law, otherwise what
is he law and regulation set up for!
Please referee cannabis shop can not open at 2505 Noriega Street!
Your great help will be appreciated very much. All the Sunset districts residences
will thank you a millions.
Be God blessed America and you all!
Sincerely yours,

~33'°A:~,c~~22
k~o~ SH!Nq CttEuN1

cc: Mayor Edwin Lee, London Breed, Malia Cohen, Mark Rarrell, Sandra Fewer,
Jane Kim, Aaron Peskin, Hillary Ronen, Ahsha Safai, Katy Tang, Jeff Sheehy,
Norman Yee

Ms. Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board, City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca. 94102
August 25, 2017

Re: No MCD at 2505 Noriega Street, San Francisco

Dear Ms. Calvillo,
I am sending this letter to you just in case I am unable to attend the public appeal
hearing on September 5, 2017.
We are extremely opposed to the opening of the cannabis shop at 2505 Noriega
Street.
1. The opening of the cannabis shop in 2505 Noriega Street is in violation of the
California Health and Safety Act.
2. California 64 proposal also prohibits the establishment of medicinal marijuana
shop in the child center within 600 feet.
3. There are children facilities within 1,000 feet of the proposed MCD and thus
such proposal violates California State Law.
The decision of the Commission did not respect and abide by the laws of
California, what is the law set up for? They are also regardless there is an Art of
Hope nursery 300 feet next to the cannabis shop. Strongly by all means saying
that the law of California is kindergarten and 1st to 12 grade of public and private
schools, Art of Hope shouldn't be included, because the nursery children will
always be accompanied by adults. It is really irrational!
Even though they always have adult accompany to drop off and pick up, but they
will eventually grow up. They often pass by the marijuana pharmacy, whatever
they see and hear will have a great impact on the young ignorance in the future!
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Moreover, Art of hope founder said that their nursery's application is also
obtained by the government similar to the primary school, why will it be excluded.
I think they are official support and ignore the healthy growth of the children.
Two quotes from the July 13 public hearing:
1. Everywhere have MCD, why can't open in Sunset area?
MCD can open in Sunset district, but not in the center of the residential area! It
should be purchased from the hospital or online or mail order and the like. Why
ignore all the Sunset district residents concern because of the Jean Qua n's MCD
shop! If not Jean Quan, the outcome will be entirely different I dare to say.
2 The opponent is only concerned and worried, but there is no empirical.
Well, let me ask, can they 100% guarantee that our opponents' concerns and
worried will not happen? It won't happen other place, doesn't mean it 100% won't
happen in Sunset district!
Be able to be a judge, should be unbiased according to the law, otherwise what
is he law and regulation set up for!
Please referee cannabis shop can not open at 2505 Noriega Street!
Your great help will be appreciated very much. All the Sunset districts residences
will thank you a millions.
Be God blessed America and you all!

1770- 33rd Ave. San Francisco, Ca. 94122

KfJREN C, L /lH
cc: Mayor Edwin Lee, London Breed, Malia Cohen, Mark Rarrell, Sandra Fewer,
Jane Kim, Aaron Peskin, Hillary Ronen, Ahsha Safai, Katy Tang, Jeff Sheehy,
Norman Yee

Ms. Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board, City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, Ca. 94102
August 25, 2017

Re: No MCD at 2505 Noriega Street, San Francisco

Dear Ms. Calvillo,
I am sending this letter to you just in case I am unable to attend the public appeal
hearing on September 5, 2017.
We are extremely opposed to the opening of the cannabis shop at 2505 Noriega
Street.
1. The opening of the cannabis shop in 2505 Noriega Street is in violation of the
California Health and Safety Act.
2. California 64 proposal also prohibits the establishment of medicinal marijuana
shop in the child center within 600 feet.
3. There are children facilities within 1,000 feet of the proposed MCD and thus
such proposal violates California State Law.
The decision of the Commission did not respect and abide by the laws of
California, what is the law set up for? They are also regardless there is an Art of
Hope nursery 300 feet next to the cannabis shop. Strongly by all means saying
that the law of California is kindergarten and 1st to 12 grade of public and private
schools, Art of Hope shouldn't be included, because the nursery children will
always be accompanied by adults. It is really irrational!
Even though they always have adult accompany to drop off and pick up, but they
will eventually grow up. They often pass by the marijuana pharmacy, whatever
they see and hear will have a great impact on the young ignorance in the future!
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Moreover, Art of hope founder said that their nursery's application is also
obtained by the government similar to the primary school, why will it be excluded.
I think they are official support and ignore the healthy growth of the children.
Two quotes from the July 13 public hearing:
1. Everywhere have MCD, why can't open in Sunset area?
MCD can open in Sunset district, but not in the center of the residential area! It
should be purchased from the hospital or online or mail order and the like. Why
ignore all the Sunset district residents concern because of the Jean Quan's MCD
shop! If not Jean Quan, the outcome will be entirely different I dare to say.
2 The opponent is only concerned and worried, but there is no empirical.
Well, let me ask, can they 100% guarantee that our opponents' concerns and
worried will not happen? It won't happen other place, doesn't mean it 100% won't
happen in Sunset district!
Be able to be a judge, should be unbiased according to the law, otherwise what
is he law and regulation set up for!
Please referee cannabis shop can not open at 2505 Noriega Street!
Your great help will be appreciated very much. All the Sunset districts residences
will thank you a millions.
Be God blessed America and you all!
Sincerely yours,

z~l!!',/L
1770-33' Ave. San FraZo, Ca. 94122
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cc: Mayor Edwin Lee, London Breed, Malia Cohen, Mark Rarrell, Sandra Fewer,
Jane Kim, Aaron Peskin, Hillary Ronen, Ahsha Safai, Katy Tang, Jeff Sheehy,
Norman Yee

8/24/2017
To: Board of Supervisors & Mayor Ed Lee
Letters opposing to the opening of medicinal cannabis
dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco.

Total Letters - 3287

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
l=inally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
,, ,.,.

Signature

15\\ '() 1-\b_ fn~l'\JJK
Address
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD,. and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to
business. This is really unfair to them.

alarge extent. Some of them may have to go out of

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCO at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to
business. This is really unfair to them.

alarge extent.

Some of them may have to go out of

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected hi deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
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Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
·Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
1

To begin with, there are youngsters facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

'& {-;(1--'i
Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tn public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly i,ippreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use'' provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCO application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it ls a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use'' provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13lh public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street In San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it ls a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrC?us and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13u, public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
1

To begin with, there are youngsters facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the uconditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
11
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wllls of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How

can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-

oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
. can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-

oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in.deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
,, ,, _/
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. Jf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, notto profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of adivities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131:11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
1

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
11

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the llkely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

1n addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and 1Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs]
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because o the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 25 5 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot ofyoung~ers congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

1strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California Distrkt Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in dedding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 1311i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

YU QWJ GHE'J/
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be r.espected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed'MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to
business. This is really unfair to them.

a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the varrous pernicious effects and strong oppositioh, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
1

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Usen provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD1 and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened 1 it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
1

To begin with, there are youngsters facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco., If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriegc:i Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs I
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tt. public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCO, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby r.esidents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 11000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can lt be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wi.lls of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit~
oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It ls against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
1
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
.Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application .of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2?05 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCO. There
were l,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendo\lsly affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tn public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. lt is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be.respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
(
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profrtoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to
of business. This is really unfair to them.

a large extent. Some of them may hav~ to go out

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law
open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
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Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming oppositio~?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors1
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with1 there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD ifopened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate wifl likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, notto profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of

nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their piggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
11

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
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Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is re~lly unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal canna_bis dispensary {MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131:11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious' effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a Jot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters 1 facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use1' provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tr'emendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Eel Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
'

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
envlronment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous Increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help ls greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
, I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the~!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus JOC'h proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for ~ifferent types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCO application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

1

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus s.uch proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggr?vate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset. District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11 Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
I

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
11

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the uconditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection shoulp be given to children, notto profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signatur~
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable forthe residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their bigg~st worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee 1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sig~

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. lt is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
· tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signatu~
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This ls really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help ls greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 1311i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD, There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco_ If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened_ Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.

(

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected ~n deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, notto profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters1 facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1;000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According ~o California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses In the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 peopfe at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the

.wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

I

.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity]
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
f'.inally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and str-ong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Signature

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. lt is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 1311i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it fo say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sun~et District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such

proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will .have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
.wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
1

To begin with, there are youngsters facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, notto profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the (/Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCCJ is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
'
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in-deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
fn addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. Ther:e
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, notto profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinityl
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
' Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, notto profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There.
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our

children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs'and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
1

To begin with, there are youngsters facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.

Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.

'

Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, notto profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Usen provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the uconditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
11000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton BGoodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the /{Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
'

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Str t. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
, Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
' church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
: tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially be ca use it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13tl• public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

/
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

------.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
'

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from

a big church,

Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
'

marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the <!Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy1
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children 1 not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
, tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
11
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use provision specifying that the wills of

nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition1 please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

, Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Usen provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco CA 94102
1

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD1 and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit1 where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. ft is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
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Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6 1 000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely

1

Signature

Print Name

2v
Address

Date

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name ttiS(§~f§IEt~):_. .t'.-'.--1/t'-'--'/J_,_,_/__...V__,_7--=-l"-+)f-+-J____,A~J'--1:1..__·/-'--'-9)_-V
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.o g
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It ls against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessrT\en. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be :
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
'

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely.
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?,
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youtb Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a iocation of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
SupeJVisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
SupeJVisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
SupeJVisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus SL!Ch
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Vee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

1object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). 1request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset ·
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address
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CC:
I
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, ls almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vieinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed lee; Sandra lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the ({Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1Pr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name ~..t(1t JfJ

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address {±.:f:_tl::

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures {3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated 'a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name Jit,1;(Jt J!l
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London $reed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
/
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
~ upervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -:kLt(~t ffl

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -t.t,t(-$!
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee; mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim; Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Augusts, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name %.-t (~ miEtt):._ _C,-=-·_._-8-f-JN._,,.__,,'D--'-A-'-"t:E:-__,,-"""-_
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cc:

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron. Peskin @sfgov .org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M.--t(-Jt ffl
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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mayoredwinlee@sfgov.~

Mayor Ed Lee:
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M.;i; (~t !fl

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name ~,t (~t ffl

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafoundation .org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-drivi ng-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafoundation .org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M:.,t
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses iri ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name -M__;g
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Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name ~~ (~ JfJ

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M:...t ($/f JfJ iE;ffl):_~D_o_R~l~6~_51~~'--""_.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours; between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M=.,t(#j- !fl
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell; Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name

Address 13:.JJI:: _
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-d riving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters 1 facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -:!ii,i; (m- ffl
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth a.nd teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
I
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-can nab is
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and surhmer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M__;g ("$! ffl
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents rela.ted to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
1
To begin with, there are youngsters facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwin
sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in-other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Satai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jett.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
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mayoredwinlee@sfgov.o~d

Mayor Ed Lee:
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters 1 facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee 1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use 11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11 Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@stgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe ~nvironment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large ~xtent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in

a busy area.

Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely

tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

Date

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispe.nsary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

DatTI
Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name ttiJ(g~ Ji'HEt~):.........,s'"""·U'-"--".£'"""tzf1'-"-'----+-•f6_U2_~_,__________

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Na me
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Date
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Vee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayor
inlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Na me
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee
.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' faciliti~s within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not te profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our ·
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
· location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Signature
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the Ju_ly 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@stgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address {±fJf::

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

c& f 1+1
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not ta profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our ·
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
· location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the Ju.ly 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org ·

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy. Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is In a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase In traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Vee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD appl ation at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit {2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it ,will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
1
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Augusts, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Si~-------

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell; Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco., If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Cf/lf r

Print Name

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use'' provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be . disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by th.e MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not t0 profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not t0 profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the '1Conditional Use'' provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
. children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
11

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the ove~whelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
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Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suft'.ice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities.within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not t0 profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large ex!ent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

Date

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is i,n a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
,
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of mariju;:fna are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

8/&/2017
Date

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are you.ngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition'?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants In the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
"'
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Str/Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place; #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters; facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tn•mendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime ra-te will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and resiclents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church; Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally; Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
.
:L;OOO people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mavor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
trP.mendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
huc;iness. This is reallv unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
.
l·,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mavor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
WashinJrton and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is reallv unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
.
lr;OOO people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
trPmendm1s increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
hu~iness. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
.
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
cf o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.Jrg
Supervisor London Breed: London.BreJJ@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to
business. This is really unfair to them.

a large extent.

Some of them may have to go out of

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t0 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and surhmer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M.,i (1t JfJ
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

d

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one .preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jii.,t (~t JfJ iE~): __
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD ifopened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated ..
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfg .org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as vVashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection clue to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures agairist this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Fnmcisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org ·
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs _and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Nonnan.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
·Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such

proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street:
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
·
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be·advers~ly impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflectei::I in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby reside.nts and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants.must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Sup~rvisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
/
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Plate, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCO) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCO is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sig~

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
·
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, notto profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the (/Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Vee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signatbire

Print Name
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related ·
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

. ..-~-

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with~ there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely_ impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, mor_eo.ver, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spiri~where ~ ~ot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, It will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
11

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Norie~a Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
I

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types.of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed LE~e
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, hot to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco . .If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic acciden_ts related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the ''Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition"?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
f
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it wilt be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
/I

Signature

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of the.m may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Signature ~::5: ______
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening o.f medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to' profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Norrega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@stgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening o.f medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to childr~n, not to' profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected iffother marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Norrega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@stgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@stgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@stgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@stgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@stgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

will

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems
aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
,"'--~"~ ... -~~, .,,,,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCO} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCO is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. l=ven preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

signature
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Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
\
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously .affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

'

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

=?otJ rPrint Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,

Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafou ndation .org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name 1ti,t(1t
Address1i.H::
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sign ture

Address

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration ofdrug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and surhmer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be·adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address
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August5,20i7
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/i 3/i 7, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
; and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students 1:1nd seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: rnayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Augusts, 2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AM auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norrnan.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jetf.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and se.niors), cars, and
buses. The AM auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M.,t
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,20i7
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AM auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name

-li-t(~! ffl iE~~): _ _ _.~To_o_N_'_'11----~-\_e_~...,-_,__________

Address 1.iJ:Jl::

---~\r;:y_.1._~,
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· _ _ _ _ __

Signature 1f ,t: _ _ _ _ _+~---"'~-=----------------cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jii~(1t ffl

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jt.t~ (~ ffl

Signature~

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jl.i,t (1t JfJ

Signature .jf
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Super isor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
1object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and

one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Nortega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarfum stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 20i 8. 1see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion,
1strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name 1i.Z(11f JfliE.~): _____________________
Address {Utl:::
Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@stgov.org

Supe!Visor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.T ang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,20i7
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

1object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and

one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since i 985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega

St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.

I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name #-Z(tt
Address {f.JiJ:::
Signature 1f,£:

miE.#i):_/_J2_;r_\_11_,y.,._j_\__\A~0_,_____________
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farre!J@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

AugustS,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
l object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and

one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit {2400 Noriega St) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legallzation. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
Jaws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/lmpaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancfent China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since i985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 20i 5, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.

I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name

#..ZU~ JfJiE~~): (~/{;(./I

Address {Ht:
Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee; mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kirn: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norrnan.Yee@sfgov.org

AugustS,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
l object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. lf opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facHities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and

one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since i 985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.

At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.

I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org

Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron. Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@stgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
1 object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and

one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
l am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk drivlng
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I requestthatfact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a wi!lingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 20i 8. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.

l strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervtsor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
l object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutorlng and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
Jaws. https://www .aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.

Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 20i 5, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a wHlingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
l strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name #-.Z(tt ,EfJ
Address 1:f.JiJ::
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org

Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

AugustS,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
l object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negat!vely affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and

one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with famllies and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
Jaws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.

Neighboring residents and businesses have a[so expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 60Q feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
~
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102 .

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be' adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street In San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can It be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as refl.ected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is r~ally unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposa I
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the stre'et from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be< adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth P'rogram. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
l,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say; because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, thei'r biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially beca.use it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regulady for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use1' provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
· Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th pu.blic hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity[
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy ar,ea. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration Of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This prnposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
1·

Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 250.5 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 20th, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfqov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfqov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfqov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfqov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfqov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfqov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sign~

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such

proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use 11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters 1 facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee 1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use 11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11 Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate willlikely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to'say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in Sari .
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to ,mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane. Kim @sfgov .org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours. '
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark. Farrell @sfgov. org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
· 1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
l Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
i strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because lt
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appre'ciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

~,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
!
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Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church oft he Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
{

I
Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
i strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition,

the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely

tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because It
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. lt is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appre'dated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
cf o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffiC accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and re~idents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.

or

Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because 1t
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can H be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definite!v reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

J~CA'~"Jvi
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/ o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San

Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuami businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

will

In addition, the proposed MCD is ir. a busy area. Thus, traffic problems
aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase ln traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization o1
rnarijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them r11ay have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega StreN.

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills nf
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition·?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

'(~~a~~ 7/~

----~---':__~
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Print Name
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CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS' PETITION THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO ENFORCE FEDERAL LAWS AGAINST MARIJUANA
-JJo ;ti,%~-**-•~J.t;M-~ir R1t.:k.Jfii¥Jllfr~5}drtl
(July 1s, 2017)
The citizens of California herewith call on the federal government to take whatever measures necessary to enforce federal marijuana laws novv. Today's highly potent
marijuana is inflicting mental illness, addiction and even death on our citizens. Over 50,000 illegal outdoor cultivation sites are devastating our natural resources and
pristine ecosystems. Traffic deaths due to marijuana have increased 100%. Over 50% of all arrestees have tested positive for marijuana.
Marijuana for recreational use should be strictly prohibited. Local dispensaries are magnets for crime and traffic accidents, and provide easy access for marijuana to
young people who are most vulnerable to the harms. Marijuana grown in populated areas cause environmental and public safety problems_ Private cultivation and
dispensaries should be banned. The outcome of "medical marijuana" in California is more crime, homelessness, addiction, academic failure, and traffic deaths. We do
need safe and healthy communities, and we really urge the federal government to take action on these now! Please enforce federal laws against marijuana now!
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By Coalition Against Legalization of Marijuana ffi...ft::k'*-~ii-1t~ M.
info@iustice-eguality.org
rico@sfcec.org
(415) 467-1929
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
I

This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To b~gin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not t6 mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name -ii,Z(;f llJ;Efli):
Address 13:.JJI::
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

xJvA
Signature

Print Name

Date

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address 1iJ:.tl:.:

Signature1f;l';:~~--7
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: may edwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

SupeNisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
SupeNisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
SupeNisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
SupeNisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
SupeNisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane. Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sf!=JC>·J.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serv outhand teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), includingtwq _ rch~ (yeuth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Luth~m qn!ff~h o~ lhe Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega ?t.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment andJ;duc~t1onP(©JJ[afTI (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The ~'.k of Hope PreschG>blt)~es its stu~ents o~~intc:>~he.~Qjgh~~rh~ood r~g~~arly
for recess. In add1t1on, the propo
1s located in a busy area, w1m iam1l1~s""and"Scllool
children and teens daily passing al
··e porridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and busine£5ses have also expressed oppof,ition to MCOs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that ;act to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M__;g (it ffl iE;J:\§'):
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor rviark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kirn@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Cc'.1diti::mal Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kirn@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
::>upervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeft.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayore · ee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
com'munity in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Pesl<in: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
com'munity in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M..!G (%t JfJ
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional ·use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol contenl is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.

'

Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.~fai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia. Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, .traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name-Ji.t..t(-ttffliEt~):_-=/_.E::=·-__5_-_l=-f::-_R
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name -.!ii--t (~ JfJ .iEt~):
Address 1Hk:
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy. Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy. Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 20i 5, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -:1zt;g (~ JfJ iE~~): ___
C_P_v_·.r_'<__f_(,_o_~~b.,,,_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens. daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy. Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Su ervisor
eskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our ·
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
· location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13t1t public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed lee; Sandra lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/i mpaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Suoervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Pesl<in: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Pesl<in: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

1am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation .erg/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owher of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Pesl<in: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisof London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especi.ally because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition'?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
n~arby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Nori~ga Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 61000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

~

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

s;gn~hC~

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This prop"6sed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

QO!lll± Roll~ 2lftN8r
Print Name

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal canrnabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and fnto fferaofe for the resla'ents ana' mercnants in the vidrrityi'
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities with iin 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools ta~<e children out ot schoo·1 regu·1ar)y for dWrerent 'types o~
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. T'hus, traffic i.xoblems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to' marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably d1:1e to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of

marijuana are the \nfiltration of drug gangs and tra-W.r.:. 1!.r.:.d.<!R.i;i.tc;..
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacte•d to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is rea({y unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, more:Jver, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of y/oungsters congregate n:gu'raT~'f e~;ped-a'1'fy 'm::1:.-am-e ~t Y:. c.i
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is ag.:ainst the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due ·::o tne "Conditional' Use·•· provision specifying tnatttre wffls of
nearby residents and merchants must be respectE··d in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,C;oo signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice It to say, because of the various pernicious ef.fer.t.s .and strong opposition,. please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your heliP is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
l

Wrn~
Print Name

Date

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Signature1i-~: ~ ~·
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name ~,t ($t JfJ iE.~):__,._,·)~·'l~/J_Gi...__.k_v_1'f3'-j_V_clo._'&V-'--'fltj--'·
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

July 8th, 2017

Dear Planning Commissioners & Supervisor Tang,
I strongly oppose the proposed site of Apothecarium (MCD) in Sunset District
on 2505 Noriega St.
I am retired & my friends hang out with me at
which
feet from the proposed MCD site. This unique, safe, pleasant
is about
& harmonious light commercial area is the only place where I enjoy my social life
without traveling far away from my house. If MCD site is approved, I will be nerve
racking whenever I walk on the street. Furthermore, I will fear for my friends'
safety due to the increasing of reckless drivers who smoke marijuana. For the sake
of patients & our seniors' safety, medical marijuana should be delivered to the
patients' doorsteps.
MCD is not desirable for our beloved neighborhood. Please vote "No to MCD in
Sunset" for our golden aged seniors.
Thank you!
Best Regards,

Address:
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{a·n Francisco. CA

Othrt Comment:
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July 8th, 2017

Dear Planning Commissioners & Supervisor Tang,
I strongly oppose the proposed site of Apothecarium (MCD) in Sunset District
on 2505 Noriega St.
I am retired & my friends hang out with me at
which
is about
feet from the proposed MCD site. This unique, safe, pleasant
& harmonious light commercial area is the only place where I enjoy my social life
without traveling far away from my house. If MCD site is approved, I will be nerve
racking whenever I walk on the street. Furthermore, I will fear for my friends'
safety due to the increasing of reckless drivers who smoke marijuana. For the sake
of patients & our seniors' safety, medical marijuana should be delivered to the
patients' doorsteps.
MCD is not desirable for our beloved neighborhood. Please vote "No to MCD in
Sunset" for our golden aged seniors.
Thank you!
Best RegardZ>

1»11

San Francisco. CA

Othrt Comment:

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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Address 1i3Jl::
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'E?creational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). l request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
l strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name ;,t,t;(;/f lfl Lit):
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name -M.~ (~t JfJ iE~~):

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M.--t (~t
Address 1iJ.ll::
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

JI

Signature
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Print Name
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Address

Date

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and surhmer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jii;g
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and surhmer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takesJts students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jti.% (~t JfJ iE~~): _ _ _ _ _
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lefl: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -~Lt(-$t ffl

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,

Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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Signature it~:_""-"'~·~---'=5_',~-"1--1---------------------cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -ji,t ($'ff tfJ iE;ffl): _ _
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark. Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children ahd future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
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Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
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Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a !arge extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to C;:1lifornia District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafou ndation. org/impai red-driving-and-can nab is
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature .{- ,t :_ _ _"'-r·_/;_\,---r-/--'\-'"--'/~~_.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaroh.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalizatio.n of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the /(Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected In deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supeivisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org

Supeivisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org

August 14, 2017

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisors,
I'm strongly opposed to the opening of Medical Cannabis Dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega
Street in San Francisco. To begin with, there are many young children and teens that frequent
this area. During the school year, there are many students walking up and down Noriega Street
before and after school. Nearby public schools include AP. Giannini Middle School, Lawton
Alternative School (K-8th), and Robert Louis Stevenson Elementary School.
Consideration and protection should be given to children in this neighborhood. Please spare our
children and future generations from exposure to marijuana, which is classified as a Schedule I
controlled substance under Federal law.
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. Businesses in the vicinity have expressed
opposition to this MCD. This is evident as you walk up and down the block with many of the
businesses displaying "No MCD" signs both outside and inside their locations. In addition, this
proposed MCD is just across the street from a large church, where many youths gather regularly
throughout the week.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying
that the desires of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application
for the MCD. There were hundreds of people at the July 13th public hearing and thousands of
signatures gathered in opposition to the proposed MCD.
I urge you to reject the proposed operation of the MCD at 2505 Noriega Street in the Sunset
District.

Sincerely,

Barron Fong
1959 30th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' fadlities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be·adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for th~ residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron. Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our ·
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
· location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably d1,.1e to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee.
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
/'

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

--- - - - - - - - - - - - ·
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street .

.

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is realty unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws .. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
cfo Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
'
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
·
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, t~r.·· pr..a:ro·······5i·.ed M~D is i.n a b,g~~·i·~XGf' Thus, ~.raffic pro ~\~~s ~i~I aggravate, ~ot t~unen tion the likely
tremendous 1~11:.e~'S'e:1t:n traffic acc1den~s'·f,rat~~ to marijuana as reflected in other manJuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
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Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protectidn due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying th.at the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application, How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
·children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colcirado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to g-0 out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holv Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special prntection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in.deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely rejec~
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature~
Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents.related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitorlented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such

proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such ,
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object te the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/i 7, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
R11nArvi~or Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfqov.orq

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 1310 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it wilt be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for differen~ types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future gener~tions from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

! strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
·
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to Califprnia District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
iMCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help Is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
I

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wifls of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Vee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This. proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is a,gainst the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is In a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this' application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not ta profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -kl,t
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
11000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to C1'!1ifornia District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor E~ Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use,, provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
appro'ved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition'?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Jill~
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
J

Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Chu'rch of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
I

Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutherah Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can It be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensaw (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 'or Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please. spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
11

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name '-
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not t0 profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not t<:> profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice It to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sign ure
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Vee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
·-·~~~~.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorn~ys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected.in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, be ca use of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, the,re are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates CalifOfnian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and: Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and ,merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD .. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print" Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Date

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the uconditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to five in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in fight of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
...
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinl
sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: ondon.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset Distric_t has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the Ju.ly 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the Ju.ly 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: rnayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kirn: Jane.Kirn@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norrnan.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, becciuse of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the Ju.ly 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org ·

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tre;mendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
apprc:?ved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Stre~t in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants In the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened1 it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
,
Businesses in the vicinity will be' adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD !'Ind thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San ~rancisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization .of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, tratfic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legaHzation of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In ac:ldition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and t~affic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

··~/~;

I stron y oppose· o the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of ~edicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respect~d in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana ·are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be< adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature·
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot Of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects ~nd strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries aboµt legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types .of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
.In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected i.n deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition'?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

PriName
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children 1 not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely, '
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy'Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our /
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado. :
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and.residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and stron~ opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-otiented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby resi~ents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There .
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There.
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents.and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe e.nvironment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legaliza{ion of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
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Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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Suffice it to ~ay, because of the various pernicious effects and ~..r6~g opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is gr¢1y appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use'' provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit·
oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
.wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

1am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). 1 request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.

1strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor NormEin Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from .a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be resp.ected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and.merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Hoh(Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live. in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected. in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD .. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCr~plication at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wit.ls of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spar~ our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area .. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of theJafi~us pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD applicatio7at
2505 oriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people anhe July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be.respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is ~lmost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this appHcation. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profttoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset Distrkt has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase iri traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There.
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Nori'egci Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of .
marijuana are the infiltration ofdrug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Super;visors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration ofdrug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of.the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
tes Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities a \ the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection ~e-given-ro-ehildren, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~orientea maTijua:mtbusiaessmen: P(ease-spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
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In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected In deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
. children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
·
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and 'merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spar~ our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There .
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
__ Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe"environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalizatiQn of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
-~~

Businesses in the\vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This'is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profttoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spar~ our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from "a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spar~ our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area .. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents.related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in li~ht of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intplerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Cr,ime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because
e various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be. respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants. must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be. respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and. merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profttoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.

'
This proposed marijuana
outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and.merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs I

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children 1 not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association 1 their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado·.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with; there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest wqrries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large' extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spar~ our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it t10 say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD.application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,/
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name 1.i--t (1t ffl
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hou.rs, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driviog, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
\

The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Suoervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron. Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Suoervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfqov.orq

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site {2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Suoervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfaov.ora

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfQov.orQ

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafoundation. erg/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (incJuding students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear SupeNisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which seNe youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfsov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@)!=:fnm1 nm

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related ~o marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
'
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

t strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such

proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In aqdition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

.1 strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
\

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely, /
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. lhis is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13u, public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3ti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
1

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This Is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants In the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
. activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. ~lease spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest wo~ries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially becatise it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
'
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from dt<ugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it .
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega S er.-v ur help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them max have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana.are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supe1visor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org,
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London .Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee _ fgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. lt is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe.environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
111
were 1,000 people at the July 13 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open anMCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@s~gov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 ~~a Street. ~h~p r e ly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them niay have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is againstthe law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name tt:tl(§J;f
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rct, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and th~ students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -:!ti.-t
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name ~i,t Ut JfJ

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including-students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfg?v.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
.because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spar~ our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area .. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be. respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills. of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely~
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfg
Supervisor London Breed: London. ·
sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

u ervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Superv1s
· ary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha
f~sha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff~Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please defmitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgo4~org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinle
sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

\
Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe· environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name ttij (§)!f JilrEtm) :_~k~)~(\~:'.L~-:-~·lrv\~P<~'5.-~L~:L_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11 Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision spedfying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreeiated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate 1 not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appredated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremeridous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There .
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spar~ our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents.related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please defmitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August yct, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ~Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people atthe July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please defmitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainn1ent next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@ ov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6 ,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

'
Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainn1ent next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
(_
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Signature ~~:--~~~:;z::.:-----~-------------cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayored inlee sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed:'tondon.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will lil<ely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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May~r Ed Lee: ma~dwinlee@sfgov.org

Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if op~ned. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please defmitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org ·
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened, Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainn1ent next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe.environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'ct, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cam1abis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertaimnent next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as \Vashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron eskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hill
Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Superviso hsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervis Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor aty Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor No an Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as \Vashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
111
were 1,000 people at the July 13 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened, Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for ente1tainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures agairist this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened, Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.o ·
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

- Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Ed Lee: mayore inlee@slgov.org
/')upervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee sfg .org
Supervisor London Breed: Land . reed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
,Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.o
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
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Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@ ov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
oflmsiness. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
1
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures agairist this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Na me
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ~Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures agairist this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 1" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinl e@sfgov.org
/
Supervisor London Bree · ondon.Breed@sfgov.ortV
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big chu\ch,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Bree~@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as vVashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for ente1iainn1ent next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as vVashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rct, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open anMCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Ed Lee:
Supervisor London Breed:
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Aaron r:skin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: H1llary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures agairist this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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/Su ervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
pervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

pervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: HillaryRonen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
111
were 1,000 people at the July 13 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please defmitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if op~ned, Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

u ervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
S pervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Nori~ga Street. Your hel\ is great~y appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rct, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega treet. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as vVashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertairunent next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your helf !s greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as vVashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: ma redwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened, Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please defmitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Na me
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe· environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainn1ent next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say; because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
I. •
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures agairist this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@s o .org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to thern.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfg .org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

upervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for ente1iainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
l
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations :from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your helP, is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3'd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and mercl'iants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandr~.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgot-org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as 'Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinl
fgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin; Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if op~ned. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
111
were 1,000 people at the July 13 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinle ·@sfgov.org
\
Supervisor London Breed: LondonBreed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3 rct, 201 7
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

'
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as ·washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org "--../
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3rd, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor of San Francisco,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be seriously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless,
more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana
businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
The proposed MCD, moreover, is in a busy area. The owner of it even wants to make it a marijuana
outlet for entertainment next year. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate and traffic accidents related to
marijuana will increase tremendously as in other marijuana states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially since it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the /(Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
/

Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants. must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCO at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Addrei~ ~(

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the' law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Date

r {

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset Distritt has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13111 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

'~ignature

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wilts of nearby residents and merchants must be respected.in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincer'ely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to thern.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

\

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profttoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado .

..._
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially be ca use it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal

violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the /(Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There.
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
·
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Or Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors

cf o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location ofMayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13t" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected .by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2.505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the ''Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live In an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 'Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
·
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street !n San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
\

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
·
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

L<R_e
Print Name

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the Vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

(]lflAddress
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, t.heir biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and stro,pg opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in,an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
• church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

P~int Name

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable forthe residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th pu.blic hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools t.ake children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Pri;t Name

I

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location· of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sighature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is reafly unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugsl
In addition, the proposed MCD is In a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifyingthatthe
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t11 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out

of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the applfcation of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervi~mrs and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the (/Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
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Date
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
cfo Mayor Ed Lee
1 Or Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco. CA 94102

!:Jear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinityi
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration ofdrug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected In deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sign~~

Print Name

§
Address

Date
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration ofdrug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help Is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

/

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Print Name

Address

Date

Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity l
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafoundation .org/impaired-drivi ng-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
\

I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jii~(~ ffl iE;J:~):_~--___."'-t-__._-~"----------
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinle
sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Augusts, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafou ndation .erg/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

AugustS,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 20i 5, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and surhmer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth rrogram. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongty oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice It to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to ~he "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

1object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee; mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13ll1 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious e~ects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Sincerely,
Print Name
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Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Print Name

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

i:.

I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
·
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017) .. I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:

'

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee~. ·
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors, .
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Date

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our ·
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not t0 profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church,
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

()
Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Signature
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Vee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed matijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Marl< Farrell: Mark.Farrell@s'fgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@stgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@stgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large e)(tent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: rnayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kirn: Jane.Kirn@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norrnan.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Print Name
Address

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@stgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Ybuth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
,/
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron. Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

H
Signature

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@stgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet o'f the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use 11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Signature ~-i'r=·--...,,,...·=/·-'------""/.,,,./"""/'-',.,_~__:_l=~.:::.,,-----------cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov:org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@stgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

Date

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
were 1,000 people at the Ju.ly
How can it
in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to
the MCD

the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Katy,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our ·
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association 1 their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big church1
Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it is a
· location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were 1,000
people at the July

13th

public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be approved

in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the ·.
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Cc: Ed Lee; Sandra Lee Fewer; Mark Farrell; Aaron Peskin; London Breed; Jane Kim; Norman Yee; Jeff Sheehy;
Hillary Ronen; Malia Cohen; Ahsha Safai

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
1

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee 1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use 11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:

Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Address
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy. Tang @sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
· The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
- The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name -M.;t
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since i 985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org
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f ,

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since i 985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supeivisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov .org
Supeivisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and l\/layor Ed Lee,

I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (IVICD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. lf opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are locate cl witl1in two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset IVIYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. Tl1e Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, tl1e proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. Tl1e AAA auto club reports an incrnase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Wasl1ington State afier legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, lil~e how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apotl1ecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 20i 5, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/i 3/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,

Signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Bi-eed: London.Breed@stgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: fVlalia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane l<irn: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aarnn.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillaiy.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supe1visor Ahsha Safai: Ahsl1a.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgo·J.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name
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Address 1.i.H: _ _ _
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jti..t
Address 13:Jtl::
signature
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name %,t
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@ gov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District h<.is special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the .MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Was,hington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is.greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD .. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There.
were 1,000 people at the July 13t1i public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Condit\'.>nal Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application ofMCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding.the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincere,ly,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13tti public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal can·nabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in.deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crim.e rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the.application of MCD. There .
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and fu~ure generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington anp Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There.
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills ofnearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding. the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Lucy L,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, plear definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There.
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states suc'h as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in decidingthe application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sign~

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There .
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
'

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children 1 not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition"?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signatilre
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents rel.ated to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed l'illCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
/

Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
1
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
,
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinit:Y will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use'' provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congrE::!gate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due·to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is aImo.st right across the strt=!et from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding th.e application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. tJow can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

..
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effe~ts and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
. MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, then~ are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Eve~ preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
.,

~'

At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of .
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to menti.on the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street fr9m a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
-'
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, beca,use of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Address

Date

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be treme~dously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
chu~ch, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Address

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD, and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposa I
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelmil')g opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
'
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 1310 public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD applicatioo at 2505 Norie Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
ne,arby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition 7
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
'

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against th.is application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters1 facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
1
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature ~il=-----+--1--\------------------

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Na me
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Signature
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
Address
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Signature
cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Address

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Sign~
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially becau_se it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely, ·
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
· Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration ofdrug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the ''Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is realty unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church ofthe Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to me.ntion the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and °'{er 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children anq future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
. wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov. rg
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There .
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application1 at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills. of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in decidinglthe application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. ·If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark. Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@stgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@stgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@stgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@stgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@stgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@stgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@stgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Satai: Ahsha.Satai@stgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeft.Sheehy@stgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@stgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@stgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy. Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed l:.ee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Signature

Print Name

/?/rv/17
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the
vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if
opened. Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profitoriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How
can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -Jii~(~! tfJ

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some ofthem may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children; not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
'
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in que'stion, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants i.n the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffk problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincer ly,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because ofthe various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be, adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
/'

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
'

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for diff~rent types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, rnore consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children> not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
)
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use'' provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your helpis greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of yo,ungsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to.. open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
/

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit~oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has speeial protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of .
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l3 1h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be· adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed ~ee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
" /
Print Name ~i~U~ ffl iE.~it): _ _-'--'--''-'--"-'----1.k_j'::_c:;;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaa foundation .org/impaired-drivi ng-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Please reject the MCD

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

M.~ ($t ffl iE~t):_~/J<J~'-+-J_._N"-'~=-'JJ__-=[=-C_--_F:_·________
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -.lti,t($!'- JfJ
Address 1£JJl::
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy. Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
'

Sincerely,

Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayor dwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafoundation .erg/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
'
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood.
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Pl~ase

reject the MCD

Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ron en: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Satai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Signature

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition"?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijua~a are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -M.,t (-tt ffl iEi~):_-~T_,_B_N
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name 11,t
Address 1i:JJl:.: _
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Or Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe.
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the 11Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit {2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www .aaafou ndation .org/impai red-driving-and-can nabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for r'ecreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity I
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505'Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys As~ociation, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Miyor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light ofthe overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary. Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mentio.n
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters 1 facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee 1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use11 provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 3, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, ,there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such
proposal violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for
different types of activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened.
Regardless, more consideration and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented
marijuana businessmen. Please spare our children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention
the likely tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana
states such as Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an
unsafe environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about
legalization of marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out
of business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially
because it is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505
Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the
wills of nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There
were 1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application.
How can it be approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject
the MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Print Name

Date

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the ''Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13'h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with; there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13•h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs I
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July l31h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD} at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 131h public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisoy Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.

I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.

I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2565 f\foneQa:-st~ _
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and mercha~.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in mariju'irna related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, -there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoiing and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impai red-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August 5, 2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017}. I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Print Name -kLt (~t ffl

cc:
Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org

August5,2017
Dear Supervisors and Mayor Ed Lee,
I object to the opening of the medical marijuana outlet (MCD) at 2505 Noriega St, San
Francisco. If opened, it will negatively affect the neighborhood residents and merchants.
Several facilities which serve youth and teens are located within two blocks of the site (2505
Noriega St.), including two churches (youth groups, academic tutoring and summer camps) and
one preschool. Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit (2400 Noriega St.) has hosted the Mayor's
Youth Employment and Education Program (Sunset MYEEP, for high schoolers) for the past
three years. The Ark of Hope Preschool takes its students out into the neighborhood regularly
for recess. In addition, the proposed MCD is located in a busy area, with families and school
children and teens daily passing along the corridor during morning and afternoon hours.
I am concerned about current traffic problems, not to mention, the risk of marijuana related
traffic accidents. Two blocks around 2505 Noriega St. have congestion during morning and
evening commuting hours, between pedestrians (including students and seniors), cars, and
buses. The AAA auto club reports an increase in marijuana related traffic fatalities in
Washington State after legalization. And currently, there is no standardized test for marijuana
impairment while driving, like how blood alcohol content is measured to enforce drunk driving
laws. https://www.aaafoundation.org/impaired-driving-and-cannabis
The Apothecarium has posted material aimed to convince the Chinese community of the
benefits of cannabis; however, this is not well received by the Chinese community. Saying that
cannabis has medical uses in ancient China, the Apothecarium neglects the fact that cannabis
possession and usage have been illegal in China since 1985.
Neighboring residents and businesses have also expressed opposition to MCDs in the Sunset
District, with signatures (3,000 in 2015, and 5,000 in 2017). I request that fact to be considered
and respected in the Conditional Use for rejecting the establishment of a MCD at 2505 Noriega
St.
At the public hearing on 07/13/17, the owner of the Apothecarium stated a willingness to use
this site for selling cannabis for recreational use in January 2018. I see the potential harm to the
community in terms of exposure to undesirable odors, loitering, and traffic congestion.
I strongly urge you to consider the appeal of the local neighborhood. Please reject the MCD
application at 2505 Noriega St. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Mayor Ed Lee: mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org
Supervisor London Breed: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Supervisor Malia Cohen: Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Mark Farrell: Mark.Farrell@sfgov.org
Supervisor Sandra Lee Fewer: Sandra.Fewer@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jane Kim: Jane.Kim@sfgov.org

Supervisor Aaron Peskin: Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org
Supervisor Hillary Ronen: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org
Supervisor Ahsha Safai: Ahsha.Safai@sfgov.org
Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: Jeff.Sheehy@sfgov.org
Supervisor Katy Tang: Katy.Tang@sfgov.org
Supervisor Norman Yee: Norman.Yee@sfgov.org
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Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in t he vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Ca lifornian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are t he infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
M CD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciat ed.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless; more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in tight of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it t o say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated .
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors,

I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Ca lifornian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
anaprotectibn should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
W ashington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regula'rly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' pubfic hearing-and over 6,000 signatures against this-application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please.definitely reject the
M CD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of t he proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian Stat e Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed M CD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due t o the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in t he vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have t o go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of M ayor Ed Lee' s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an M CD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it t o say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely rej ect the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciat ed.
SilJ.c'erely,
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Dear Supervisors,
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I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of t he proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law . Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due t o the M CD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are.the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee' s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How ca n it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian Stat e Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the M CD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area . Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of M ayor Ed Lee' s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street . Your help is greatly appreciat ed.
Sincerely,
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Ca lifornian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of M ayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"' public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated .
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
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I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincere ly,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity !
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfai r to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How_can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega St reet. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. lf opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. P.lease spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. it is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6r000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dear Supervisors,
i strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet ofthe proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened: Regardless; more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems wm aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity wm be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.

Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary {MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
ahd'jjrotectioh shollld'be giventochildren~ not to-profit-oriented marijuana businessmen; Please spare OUFchildren and future generations from drugs!
!n addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems wilt aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration ofdrug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regula.rly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000peop!e atthe July13••pubHc hearing-and-over 6,000 signatures against this-application. --How can~U::be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?

Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244 '
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly fur different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

!n addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate ,,viii likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity wm be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
Lutheran Church of the
Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
ls a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. it is against the !aw to open an MCO at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the
13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors

c/o

Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244

San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,

l strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it wm be disastrous and intolerable forthe residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This ls really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the
Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mavor Ed Lee's Youth Program. lt is against the law to open an MCO at 2505 Noriega Street.
Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13"" public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors

c/o

Ed Lee

1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. if opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!

To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
ln
the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate~ not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live ln an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because lt
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due. to the "'Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wms of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13tJi pubfic hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
Iv!CD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.

Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee1 s Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people at the July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
c/o Mayor Ed Lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. If opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students wm be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!
ln addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidentS related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate will likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity will be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the "Conditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people atthe July 13th public hearing and over 6,000 signatures against this application. How can it be
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCD application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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San Francisco Board of Supervisors
cfo Mayor Ed lee
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Place, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Supervisors,
I strongly oppose to the opening of medicinal cannabis dispensary (MCD) at 2505 Noriega Street in San
Francisco. !f opened, it will be disastrous and intolerable for the residents and merchants in the vicinity!
To begin with, there are youngsters' facilities within 600 feet of the proposed MCD and thus such proposal
violates Californian State Law. Even preschools take children out of school regularly for different types of
activities and the students will be tremendously affected by the MCD if opened. Regardless, more consideration
and protection should be given to children, not to profit-oriented marijuana businessmen. Please spare our
children and future generations from drugs!

In addition, the proposed MCD is in a busy area. Thus, traffic problems will aggravate, not to mention the likely
tremendous increase in traffic accidents related to marijuana as reflected in other marijuana states such as
Washington and Colorado.
Crime rate wm likely increase very considerably due to the MCD, and residents will have to live in an unsafe
environment. According to California District Attorneys Association, their biggest worries about legalization of
marijuana are the infiltration of drug gangs and traffic accidents.
Businesses in the vicinity wm be adversely impacted to a large extent. Some of them may have to go out of
business. This is really unfair to them.
This proposed marijuana outlet in question, moreover, is almost right across the street from a big
church, Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, where a lot of youngsters congregate regularly especially because it
is a location of Mayor Ed Lee's Youth Program. It is against the law to open an MCD at 2505 Noriega Street.
Finally, Sunset District has special protection due to the uconditional Use" provision specifying that the wills of
nearby residents and merchants must be respected in deciding the application of MCD. There were
1,000 people atthe July 13thpubiic hearing_and_over 6,000 signatures_againstthis application. Howcanithe_ .
approved in light of the overwhelming opposition?
Suffice it to say, because of the various pernicious effects and strong opposition, please definitely reject the
MCO application at 2505 Noriega Street. Your help is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
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